Overview
Welcome to the AirDNA API - the most trusted source for global short-term rental analytics. This document
includes information about the types of information that can be pulled from the AirDNA API and how they can
be visualized within your own application.

The API is divided into three parts:
Part 1: Property Valuations: To research the value of any global real estate as a short-term rental property
Part 2: Listing Data: To pull competitive performance data on individual Airbnb listings
Part 3: Market Data: To view historical market trends and future supply & demand data on over 60,000 global
cities

For information on our data acquisition and processing visit our data methodology page. View the full API
documentation here.
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AirDNA has created the first automated valuation model for short-term rental properties worldwide called the
Rentalizer. The Rentalizer is used by real estate professionals around the world to better understand how much
a property can earn as a short-term rental.

Rentalizer
Rentalizer predicts how much Revenue a property can earn as a short-term rental based on comparable rental
properties. Rentalizer also forecasts Average Daily Rate (ADR), and Monthly and Annual Occupancy rates. It
accepts any address worldwide and identifies nearby comparable rental properties. By analyzing the
comparable properties, Rentalizer predicts what the target property can earn as a full-time, short-term rental.
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Retrieve individual property-level details to uncover your own insights. See which rental properties are
performing the best, create lists of comparable properties to monitor the competition, or evaluate new
investment properties with comprehensive listing-level data.

Comp Properties
Enter an address or latitude/longitude pair to get listing details for the 25 most comparable rental properties.
Refine your request using bedroom counts and Average Daily Rate (ADR) ranges to hone in on the most similar
rental properties. Sort the results by Revenue, ADR, or review counts to isolate the highest-performing
properties. Use the Market Search endpoint to find unique city and region ID’s. When calling an endpoint with a
city_id or region_id, the results can be filtered by bedrooms, accommodates, room type, property type, and an
ADR range, and can be sorted based on Revenue in the last twelve months, ADR in the last twelve months, or
total reviews.

Single Property
Property attributes and rental performance for a single Airbnb property.

Available Listing Attributes and Calculated Fields
Field

Definition

Field

Definition

airbnb_property_id

Unique Airbnb property ID

superhost

T = Superhost

airbnb_host_id

Unique Host ID

cancellation

The property's cancellation policy

title

Main listing title

security_deposit

Security deposit in USD

property_type

25+ types of accommodations

cleaning_fee

Cleaning fee in USD

room_type

3 listing types: Entire Home, Private Room, Shared Room

extra_person_charge

Extra people fee in USD. N/A = no additional fee

listed_dt

Date listing was created on Airbnb

price_nightly

scraped_dt

The last date our scrapers located the property on Airbnb

The default Airbnb listing price in UDS if a rate for each date is not provided
by the host

country

Property country

price_monthly

The published rate for any 30-day booking

Property state

price_weekly

The published rate for any 7-day booking

city

Property city

check_in

Check-in time

zipcode

Property zipcode

check_out

Check-out time

neighborhood

AirDNA's custom defined neighborhood within a city

minimum_stay

The default minimum nights tay required by host

msa

Metropolitan Statistical Area (only available in the US)

days_r_ltm

The total number of days with a reservation in the last 12 months

days_a_ltm

The total number of days that a listing was available for rent, but not actually
rented over the last 12 months

days_b_ltm

The total number of nights that a listing was blocked from receiving a
reservation over the last 12 months

state

adr

Average Daily Rate: The ADR over the last 12 months. Includes cleaning fees

revenue

Last 12 months listing revenue in USD

img_count

Amount of listing photos

occ

Occupancy: The percentage of (days with a reservation) / (total number of
days with a reservation & available)

business_ready

True = The property meets requirements for business travel such as Wifi &
24hr check-in

num_res_ltm

Number of unique reservations in the last 12 months

instant_book

T = The property can be booked without any host/guest communication

reviews

Total listing reviews

listing_url

Link to the listing on Airbnb

bedrooms

Count of bedrooms

img_cover

Link to the main listing image

bathrooms

Count of bathrooms

accommodates

The maximum number of guests the listing can accommodate

last_calendar_update

The last time the host updated their calendar

response_rate

The percentage of time a host responds to potential guests within 24 hours

response_time

The average number of minutes for a host to respond to new booking
inquiries

latitude
longitude
rating_overall

Overall customer rating from on a scale of 1-10 scale. 10 representing a
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Dive deep into thousands of short-term rental markets around the world to understand historical trends and
new opportunities. Scope out the competition and learn how to optimize your vacation rental property
performance.

Future Daily
Access real-time, future-looking, Supply
and Demand data. This endpoint
contains daily future Demand numbers
(the count of properties rented each day),
Supply numbers (the count of properties
available for rent each day), and
corresponding metrics for those days
(AirDNA Demand Score, Average Daily
Rates as well as ADR percentiles).

Active Listings
Historic number of Airbnb listings that
were visible on the website during the
month or had a reservation day in the
month.

Occupancy
Occupancy rates for units of different
sizes and trends over time.
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Average Daily Rate
Average Daily Rates of units of
different sizes and trends over time.

RevPAR
RevPAR of different size units and
trends over time.

Revenue
Property earnings each month.
Quartile breakouts are used to see
how much top, middle and bottom
properties are earning and how that
trends over time.
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Summary
The summary end point provides a variety of KPI’s for the most recent month. Market statistics include:
●

ADR

●

Occupancy

●

Revenue

●

Host Metrics

●

Rental Activity

●

Listing Counts
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US:
+1-720-372-2318

Spain:
+34-932-205-569

hello@airdna.co

www.airdna.co
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